
Chapter 11

Conclusions and

recommendations

The conclusions of each part of the research have been presented already, this chapter wants
to provide a global summarizing overview of the results, applications and consequences
of the thesis. Also, it is interesting to look back into the definition of the problem and
objectives in order to evaluate the satisfaction of those or the existing limitations.

11.1 Conclusions

11.1.1 Global research conclusions

The general aim of the thesis was to extensively investigate quantitatively and qualita-
tively the generation of excess pore pressures in saturated sand when performing under
pseudostatic loading and how those affected the pile bearing capacity. Of course, this is
more related to the path to follow, the procedure, the final punctual objectives will be
evaluated later. Indeed, the path has been followed from experimental, analytical and
numerical points of view.

All-together the investigation proved about the topic in question that:

1. Relationship loading rate-excess pore pressures: Increasing loading rates do
generate larger excess pore pressures. For a velocity augment from 1mm/s to 250
mm/s, hence a 250%, the generation of excess pore pressures increased a tenfold.

2. Relationship excess pore pressure-pile bearing capacity: Experimentally the
large excess pore pressures did not affect the computed pile’s bearing capacity, i.e. tip
and shaft resistances. The explanation for this was found by means of the analytical
and numerical modeling:

• The pseudostatic loading in saturated sand, due to the combination sand large
permeability-extended loading time, does not occur in undrained conditions. It
is a case of partial drainage and consolidations plays an important role in the
problem.

An increase on the force on the pile head was measured experimentally but it was
attributed to inertia effect [20].

3. Soil strength effect: Could not be investigated.

Besides, other conclusions can be derived:
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• To account for all the features of the problem in an analytical model is extremely
difficult. An attempt to ’design’ a pseudostatic saturated model has been made. A
static analytical model, consisting on an elastoplastic truncated cone, was adapted
based on the Wolf one, thus, implicitly considering some dynamic features. The
calculations, tough, were solely static but they proved quite good agreement with the
expected results. It agreed with Dijkstra’s conclusion that there was no remarkable
rate-effect on the pesudostatic tests and therefore they could be correlated with the
static results.

• The numerical model indirectly provided information of the in-situ stress state, it
showed that the soil in the tank is overconsolidated and the lateral stresses are larger
than the vertical ones.

Moreover, it is desired to evaluate the applicability of the pseudostatic testing methodology
in saturated sands. Combined with Dijkstra’s [5] and Archeewa’s [20] thesis it is a quite
complete study. The general conclusion:

Good  
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2. NO excess pore pressure effect on pile bearing capacity 
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Figure 11.1: General conclusion

However, along the report a series of problems and limitations have been dealt with.
Consequently not as much information as desired could be acquainted, mainly, the warning
would be:

• Qualitative but not reliably quantitative conclusions⇒The research succeeded in
providing some understanding but not enough, especially there is a lack of robust
predictive tools⇒The general conclusion cannot be definitive, it is just the direction
results seem to point towards; more insight is needed.

This will be further developed in the coming subsection.

11.1.2 Evaluation of the fulfillment of the objectives

The methodology used can be evaluated by checking the degree of fulfillment of the objec-
tives.

General evaluation

The research took place for almost 9 months, logically the main objective of investigat-
ing the topic was fulfilled. It has already been pointed out the weakness of the available
tools/results to state quantitative conclusions in a definitive way. The general lines of the
loading rate-excess pore pressure-bearing capacity relationship could be defined satisfac-
torily. Load-settlement curves are available form the experimental and numerical results
and they are useful to define the behavior of the soil. The last objective to be met was
to consider the suitability of the results to predict the response and, if suitable, propose a
straightforward way to predict it . This objective could not be met, because:
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• From experimental point of view: Extrapolating from the experimental results, tak-
ing into account that it is a scaled model, we could roughly try to upscale it and
then maybe predict, but the singularity of calibration chamber results can question
it. More research is needed, possibly in-situ real scale evaluations.

• From analytical and numerical models: The available/developed methods/models
have strong limitations. One of the objectives was to evaluate the suitability of
the more ’scientific’ state-of-art, this was extensively done and the limitations could
successfully be noted. In the end, the available analytical and numerical resources
proved good to get some qualitative insight, they could more or less approximately
model the experimental test but they could not give enough detail and especially,
they can not be used to predict the pile bearing capacity.

Practical usage: The overall results of the research may not be used quantitatively
to predict generation of excess pore pressures, their dissipation or bearing capacity from
pseudostatic tests in saturated sand. However they may be a good theoretical guideline for
further investigation and positively helped support the applicability of the pseudostatic
methodology and understand how it affects the soil response.

Experimental tests

A series of experimental tests have been carried out successfully during 4 months, except
for the problems with the preparation system. The research was planified as to take these
experimental results as a referent for further investigation and modeling. For this, any
results evaluation has always looked back to the experiments for comparison. Experimen-
tal results are from far the most satisfactory and reliable, despite the ignorance about the
exact soil properties in the tank.

The set-up and designed series satisfactorily represented the different loading-rates for
static and pseudostatic load tests, although the shape of the loading pulse for pseudo-
static test did differ from the neatly half-harmonic one in theory or numerical models.
Dijkstra’s device is useful also for saturated sand. It met the main objective, i.e. general
quantitative and qualitative investigation. It also resulted in a satisfactory loading rate-
excess pore pressure-bearing capacity relationship, and useful load-displacement curves.
Looking more into detail in the sub-objectives that had been defined, a good loading rate-
excess pore pressure relationship was obtained; also the excess pore pressure-pile bearing
capacity relationship was obtained; yet, the third point could not be satisfied, the soil
strength effect could not be investigated.

Applicability of the model and its results: The optimal in-situ testing is expensive
and does require much more manpower, for this, scale tests are a very favourable option.
The experimental set-up is, considering the current state-of-art of scientific approaches,
the most powerful and effective way to obtain directly useful quantitative results. The
results were useful to validate and calibrate more ’scientific’ models. Upscaling is needed
for real in-situ applicability. However, it is difficult for calibration chamber results to be
suitable for extrapolation. The results were achieved for a certain type of soil -with a
serious lack of data about it-, in a certain type of chamber, with a certain -and unknown-
stress state.

Analytical modeling

An analytical model, referred to as cone model because it is based in Wolf’s theory has
been developed to try to represent the soil response that occurs in the tank. None of the
available models completely fitted the requirements and cone model was chosen in favor
of more widely used cavity expansion; extensive related studies showed that Wolf’s theory
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was precise under dynamic loading. Hence, some implicit dynamic component was con-
sidered, though the calculations were static. This ’pseudostatic’ model could corroborate
the fast plastification that takes place and also the even faster dissipation of excess pore
pressures. It is an interesting first step but its results are not precise yet, the procedure
and developing itself are more interesting in this case than the final results. Besides, no
quantitative sub-objectives could be met.

Applicability of the model and its results: It could explain a bit more the phe-
nomena but not with enough detail. A complete model with plasticity, low frequency
dynamics, coupled consolidation and loading, would be useful but very difficult to achieve
analytically. Certainly it could not be extrapolated or used for prediction. Not suitable
for quantitative analysis.

Numerical modeling

The numerical modeling was done with the finite element program PLAXIS. As from
the numerical point of view the main objective to fulfill was to try to confirm some of
the experimental conclusions, without aiming to achieve precise results, it can be said
that it has been successful. It is a user-friendly program but behaves as a black-box, just
input parameters can be given, no more manipulation that escapes from the ’conventional’
design/calculations could be done. This especially affected in two ways:

• Does not account for large deformations: The CPT and installation could not be
modeled and its effects should be introduced by other means. It already consists in
an approximation then.

• Only ’extreme’ cases like drained/undrained or static/dynamic were implemented,
without specifying the loading rate itself and or partial drainage.

Therefore, it could produce really good load-displacement curves and confirmed the over-
consolidation of the soil, but no more detail , for instance distribution of excess pore
pressures, was possible. Consequently, as happened with the analytical model, no quanti-
tative sub-objectives could be met. As Randolph’s cite noted in the introduction, also in
this thesis the most practical conclusions have to be derived from empirical correlations.

Applicability of the model and its results: PLAXIS modeled and corroborated
the experimental conclusions successfully in a qualitative way; nevertheless, in this case
at least, it can not be used as a predictive tool to analyze pile bearing capacity.

11.2 Recommendations

Once both the satisfactory conclusions and also the limitations of the thesis results are
understood, the next step is to define to which extent and how could the limitations be
overcome.

Experimental tests

• The soil sample preparation should be improved: More knowledge about the soil
properties (E, φ, cv, etc.) is needed. Also different densities should be tested to com-
pare effects of the soil strength.

• Piezometers could be installed into the soil at different depth to better explain the
generation of excess pore pressures. It would allow to distinguish between shear and
compressional generated pore pressures.
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• Static loading system should be modified to apply a constant velocity to the pile and
not an operator-controlled one.

• The stresses in the soil are unknown and also the residual stresses left behind by the
pile installation. The topic itself is already complicated and also the effect of these
stresses in the pseudostatic results should be investigated. Also those defined by the
calibration chamber. A standard type calibration chamber with known boundary
conditions is preferred.

• The prototype should be properly upscaled if the results of the model are to be used
for other investigation.

Analytical modeling

• Perform dynamic calculations. It has been seen that neglecting dynamics leaded
especially to the limitation in the consolidation solution. Numerical methods will be
needed to solve the complexity of the calculations.

• 2D (radial and axial) partial consolidation, coupled with loading should be consid-
ered. It is important to know when the consolidation does start exactly, so, how
partially drained is the case.

• For excess pore pressure prediction considering only the zone below the pile tip can
be accepted. But, for the pile bearing capacity this simplification would neglect any
shaft resistance component; it should not be used for resistance then, unless the skin
friction is introduced by other means in the calculation. Extend the model to the
case of a pile as a series of emmbedded disks.

Numerical modeling

• Include partial drainage by means of Skempton B parameter.

• More precise geometry.

• More precise expansion modeling (i.e. generation of stress state in the tank after
pile installation)

• Refine distributed load on top of the pile.




